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Lecture.

What are they thinking.

means of getting what they want
clear between these ideas
The states:
The convention:
The finishing of agriculture:
Must organize a system:
Myself:

un ##############################################################################

take the most pleasant, admire many

will consider an effort of cure:

result will be interesting all a pan.

chief - gravity up and I

fifty naturally - all same

divide at three miles & more.
Now peacefully you'll leave little destruction
with this pen.

Hunting the efforts to buy out individuals
peace will repel a as an effort to end
war more quickly. Disarmament is
a good thing with a superficial fancy.
Spare men don't fight if they have no
grant. nonsense. Headedly to-
suit these purposes cease with small-
speed. but now me a dean not within
within spell.

And you in India. Will safety
no opposed machine. In accidents
but we cannot make any.
Education & economy. Be safe.

1st Committee.
Late every mine I may one & you simply
and a rest in which a need of
view please & organize the
within want & quiet some